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An unjustified political trial to legalise unjustified German methods

In a civil case of divorce in Germany, which is not yet judged on the merits, Italian judges want to hold – on behalf
of Germans – a criminal trial against one of its fellow citizens, Mrs Marinella Colombo, who lives the same
drama as all the foreign parents in Germany, when they part from a German.
Considering these facts:
−
−
−
−
−

−

Germans denied Mrs Colombo the right to leave Germany for work purpose and to go to Italy, without any
other reason than damaging the Italian economy. This is illegal, but the Italian authorities did not protest,
they accepted it.
Germans deliberately registered Mrs Colombo into the European Police Information system (EuropolSIS), even before having ruled her case, to criminalize her. This is illegal, but the Italian authorities did
not protest, they enforced the arrest warrant.
When Germans – according to the Haag Convention – illegally demanded for the return of the children,
the Italian authorities did not protest: they complied with the demand.
The German lawyer Gebhard, who betrayed his Italian client (Mrs Colombo) has taken his oath to defend
the German interests. Even in Italy, he defends German interest but not his Italian clients. This is illegal but
the Italian authorities never protested.
The German lawyer Strauss (the German parent’s lawyer) mislead the Italian authorities, (Court, central
authority, Europol) falsifying a main document, turning the children's custody right which was in facts by
Mrs Colombo, into a sole custody in favour of the German parent, just in order to request for the return of
the children and to issue unjustified arrest warrants. This is illegal, however the Italian authorities do not
protest; they go on cooperating with him instead of arresting him, condemning him and taking his lawyer’s
licence away.
Even though the Highest Cassation Court denied the return of the children, until a new trial reopens, the
Germans issued a new arrest warrant against Mrs Colombo. This is illegal. But the Italian authorities did
not protest, they enforced it.

Considering all these facts and many others, that show, how German lawyers duly fool their foreign partners,
how they deliberately criminalize foreign parents in such civil cases without having a ground to do so (see the
open letter to Mr Berlusconi)1, why they request for a return of the children without having a legal basis to do so,
how their family Courts decisions are manipulated for the benefit of the Germans (Jugendamt), how they break
European Law and the Italian Constitution, CEED conjectures on the real motivation of the Italian magistrates in
holding a criminal trial for the benefit of Germans who lied, cheated and broke the Law, instead of holding it
against those who lied, cheated and broke the Law?
Why is this trial actually going to be held?
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http://www.jugendamtwesel.com/COMMUNIQUE_PRESSE_Colombo/lettre_ouverte_Berlusconi_JUGENDAMT_MAE_Marinella_Colombo
_12-2010_FR.pdf

